
The RosenView® MX is a moving map and cabin briefing system. A 
combination of satellite imagery and flight information allows travelers to view 
the present location of their flight from departure to arrival. The cabin briefing 
system stores personalized flight announcements and landing preparations 
to enhance the overall flight experience. A custom splash screen may also 
be displayed while the unit powers up.

Using the RosenView MX with a Remote Control
In flight, the RosenView MX continually cycles between the available map 
views and flight information data. Use a remote control to zoom down to 
an area of interest or zoom out for higher-level maps. Press the arrow keys 
to shift or pan the viewing area of the map. The RosenView MX accepts 
control commands from an internal or external IR controller to perform these 
functions. While the aircraft is on the ground, the screen will display whatever 
flight data is available. 

Viewing the Flight Data
• A sequence of up to 11 different views are available. The views and the  
 duration of each view is preset in a customized configuration file.
• A “Waiting for data...” message indicates that flight data is not   
 available, and some fields may not display.
• Display time values are adjusted for daylight saving time rules based  
 on the destination airport.
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Viewing Options

There are nine zoom levels of satellite moving maps grouped into three 
ranges of imagery detail. The RosenView MX view has the option to show 
one or all of these views.

 High range – high-altitude levels (global and country-region names)  
 Medium range – medium-altitude levels (states, major cities, freeways  
          and main highways) 
 Low range – low-altitude levels (secondary roadways and smaller cities) 
 Current Flight Data – instrument view of flight information
 Destination Status – destination information 

Cabin Briefings

The RosenView MX stores up to 16 different pre-configured custom  
briefings. It will play back cabin-briefing files when commanded from the  
RosenView Briefing Controller. When playing a cabin briefing, the  
RosenView MX will display the cabin briefing video full screen. After  
playing a briefing, the screen will switch back to the moving map views. 

Remote Button How it Works
Zoom in shows closer-up ground views. Press and release 
the zoom buttons to change a zoom level.

Zoom out shows higher-level map views. The zoom  
function times out after a preset duration.

pqtu Pan shifts the map view north, south, west, or east. Press 
and hold an arrow button for continuous panning.

Ok or Return Centers the map view on the aircraft’s location.

Zoom and Pan Functions

• To change the map level once you reach the lowest- or highest-level 
       map, press Zoom In/Out for the opposite direction or allow it to   
 time out.
• Map views cycle to the next view after a preset duration after no pan or  
 zoom command is received from the controller.
• Sending continuous pan or zoom commands from a controller keeps the  
 map view from cycling to the next view in the sequence.
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